
The World Literacy Summit (WLS) brings together 
leaders from different countries representing over 
two-thirds of the world’s population, and all with 
a single focus – advocating, championing and 
educating on the vital importance of improving 
literacy levels across the globe. 

Our four-day global event hosted biannually 
by the World Literacy Foundation in Oxford 
comprises insights and inspiration from pioneers, 
policymakers, and literacy experts. Many of 
the sessions are facilitated by the very people 
dealing first-hand with the issues presented. No 
other literacy nor education event focuses as 
closely and as comprehensively on this highly 
specialized sector. 

· Raise awareness on the vital importance of improving literacy levels across 
the globe · Gather key literacy speakers, including NGO leaders, researchers, and 
academics, featuring the latest literacy trends and research · Insight’s exchange 
· Global literacy networking event · Possibility to present education and literacy 
programs to a global public · Literacy professional development · 

      Global: Delegates from +85 countries  

Our last summit had moved to an online 
experience in the past year due to the well-known 
global pandemic. However, this was a fantastic 
opportunity to reach more people worldwide with 
our message about the importance of literacy and 
education. Thanks to our past speakers’ support, 
we were allowed to create a digital library with 
over +100 meaningful presentations related 
to the literacy sector, available on-demand for 
delegates, academics, and the general public 
interested. 

The next World Literacy Summit will take place 
in April 2023 and be held at Oxford University in 
The United Kingdom. This conference will create 
an excellent opportunity for academics and 
professionals to exchange ideas, collaborate and 
network with other global literacy leaders.  
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